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If one George Carlin audio is funny, then two are funnier and three must be funniest, right? That's

our thinking behind this new collection. It's a HighBridge library of laugh-out-loud, award-winning

recordings featuring George himself performing many of his best bits. The set includes: Brain

Droppings Acerbic observations, manic musings, in-your-face questions, witty word play, and more

"droppings" from Carlin's singular brain. "I put a dollar in a change machine. Nothing changed."

"Why are there no recreational drugs taken in suppository form?" The first Carlin book on audio and

a 2001 Grammy winner. Napalm & Silly Putty Carlin invents Past-Tense TV (Got Smart, Father

Knew Best, It Was Left to Beaver); crusades for the Center for Research into the Heebie Jeebies;

founds the George Carlin Book Club (recommended reading: Fill Your Life with Croutons); and

suggests that "If the shoe fits, get another just like it." A 2002 Grammy winner. More Napalm & Silly

Putty Everything that wouldn't fit on the first Napalm recording - like "A Day in the Life of Henry VIII",

"Sports Should Be Fixed", compelling confessions ("I couldn't commit suicide if my life depended on

it"), and candid takes on life's little moments ("I'm beyond the nice day"), all delivered with wicked

glee.
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absolutely love it

ok

I love George Carlin and this one does not disappoint. His flair for language and the irony in



everyday life is always on spot!

Who better than George Carlin to read his great monologues to us ! Enough said! His reading is just

like sitting there listening to his monologues on Carson or on stage. Great!

Great books, and it is even a better treat because they are read to you by the man himself, GC!!!. I

enjoyed listening to him, he added alot of flare to the readings.

Great DVD !

I am a fan of George Carlin's humor, so I thought this audiobook was going to be a slam dunk for

me. I was wrong. It's possible that my overall feelings about the book were somewhat influenced

because I had my hopes up so high, but ultimately I was really kind of disappointed by this book.So

I listened to this book at 1.5 speed, and I probably could have sped it up even more. George Carlin

talks kind of slow. (Side note: I'm so glad I figured out I could speed up the narration on audiobooks.

It's likely I would have found this book to be absolutely unbearable if I listened to it at normal

speed.)I went into this book expecting to get at least the semblance of cohesion, and I didn't get that

at all. For the most part it felt like it was just a bunch of random thoughts thrown down on paper,

hoping they'd make someone laugh. Now, some of them did make me laugh, but the whole thing felt

incredibly disjointed and I seriously expected better of Mr. Carlin. Maybe it would have gone over

better for me if there had been a laugh track included or something.And it definitely wasn't all bad.

Many of the jokes and musing were quite humorous. Not exactly kid appropriate, but I should have

known that going in. Thankfully my kids are finally learning that when Mommy is doing dishes or

cooking, we leave her alone, so they were mostly not around for the inappropriate bits. If you have

littles in the house, you may want to listen to this with headphones in.Overall I give George Carlin

Reads to You 3 out of 5 stars because it was funny, but it felt disjointed and made it just kind of a

meh book for me overall.

What can be better than reading a George Carlin book? That's right! Having him read it to you!!! I'm

not going to waste your time covering the material contained on this wonderful 7 disk set because

with over 8 hours of content, where should I start? That was rhetorical so keep your comments to

yourself! Yes, George helped shape more than just my sarcasm as it was the early 80's when I was

a young teen I found St. Carlin.I should make it perfectly clear that while most of the content has



been previously released in other forms, the way Carlin reads will make you feel like he is doing this

specifically for you and there is no other way to experience his genius in such an intimate,

one-on-one manner. Now take your sick mind out of the gutter because I know exactly what you

were thinking reading that last sentence. And don't forget to order this set.You will definitely thank

me in the morning.
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